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New Mosaic Installed at Millberry
Fitness & Recreation Center

TEDxSF
and UCSF
Team Up on
Global Health
Conference

By Geraldine Tran
Staff Writer

For

the first time, I was working
on art that was not about me
or my life, or for the purpose of
expressing my emotions. I volunteered

with other community and gym
members to create a mosaic for UCSF's
Millberry Fitness and Recreation
Center.
As students, we can be consumed
a
world where there is a single
by
correct answer or the optimal protocol.
Working on the mosaic brought me to
a place where the pieces do not have
to be perfect. Things would work out.
And the more diverse the pieces of
tile, the more interesting the outcome
would be.
Photo by Geraldine Tran
"I hope that this mosaic creates a
Putting the final touches on the mosaic that was recently created by the UCSF community.
sense of wonder," said Rachel Rodi,
instructor at the Institute of Mosaic Art It's
therapeutic, motivating and people together, regardless of their
in Oakland who led the Mosaic Project. empowering. Hopefully, our campus artistic background.
"When people see this mosaic, I hope will initiate more community art
She had taught a group of people
that they will feel inspired and uplifted projects in the near future. After the a new skill and empowered the
and that these feelings ripple into their volunteers went home, I stayed behind community by showcasing their
daily lives."
to take photos of the finished product. original work. Although my jellyfish
Chew,
a
volunteer
and
Judy
gym It was then that I noticed Rachel Rodi isn't as detailed and elaborate as the
member, talked about the value of and the other project organizers gaze at turtle or octopus in the mosaic, I'm still
being part of the project. "The work the finished project in awe.
proud that a little piece of my creativity
was the reward itself, but the friendly
This may not be one of Rodi's will stay with UCSF for years to come.
environment was incredible," she said personal masterpieces, but the look During your next workout, don't forget
"Instead of paying professional artists on her face and the attention she to stop by the Millberry Pool and take
fortunes to make art for UCSF, let the paid to cleaning the dust off of the a look.
mosaic showed how proud she was
people do the art."
that
I've
of this artwork. I could tell that she Geraldine Tran is a first-year medical
experienced
Now
community art, I have to agree. felt satisfied because she had brought student.

OPINION

ourselves if we ignored some of the
other important traditions of the time.

October (the eighth) is the tenth,
and December (the 10th) is the 12th.
The only way to make sense of this is
to throw toga parties on March 1 in
celebration of the Roman New Year. I
have done this Bacchus was praised.

November

The Wishbone

Inane November Traditions
By Akshay Govind
Staff Writer
love cooking a traditional
Thanksgiving meal and sitting down
at a huge table of friends and family
to think about what we're thankful
for before stuffing ourselves beyond
the point of functionality
and then
eating pie. But we would be cheating

the Ninth Month

I

If we look closely at the names of
the months, the year should start in
March. By starting in January, we have
made November (from the Latin for
the ninth month) the 11th. Likewise,
September (the seventh) is the ninth,

If it were not such a fond memory
from your own past, wouldn't it seem
creepy to see two children struggling
with the bone of a dead animal, trying
to see who will get the larger piece when
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7 Billion Well event
provides platform for
health innovators
By Yi Lu
Staff Writer

In

a city renowned for its arts,
culture and sports, the hottest
ticket in The City this past Saturday
just might have been a couple of dozen
health lectures at the UCSF Mission
Bay Conference Center.
Organized by TEDxSF with
the support of UCSF Global Health
Sciences, this sold-out event, billed
as 7 Billion Well: Re-imagining Global
Health, brought together a collection of
innovators to lecture about some of the
most intractable health issues touching
our lives today. These talks, however,
were meant to be more than typical
university lectures. This is TED, mind
you, where lecturers were expected to
be personal, engaging and
"bring it"
yes, fun.
While the topic of 7 Billion Well
cannot be discounted as a reason for
the sold-out events popularity and
perhaps its corresponding expense
nearly $l3O for a general attendance
ticket
one must wonder why few
other global health conferences are able
to attract this much buzz.
The answer can be summed up in
three letters that have garnered over
800 million online views, spread to
more than 1,200 cities, and attracted
megawatt stars such as President Bill
Clinton and Google co-founders Larry
Page and Sergey Brin.
Though TED conferences have
been around since 1984, it wasn't until
the launching of the TEDTalks video

7 BILLION WELL
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EVENTS
MISSION BAY EVENTS

PARNASSUS EVENTS

MUSLIM FRIDAY PRAYER SERVICES:
MISSION BAY

THE CHANCELLOR'S CONCERT
SERIES

16, 1:30-2 p.m., Byers Hall,
212, Mission Bay
The Muslim Community at UCSF holds
regular Friday prayer services ( Jum'a ) for
the UCSF Muslim community every week.
Come join your fellow brothers and sisters
for prayer, lunch and socializing. All are
welcome.

Friday, Nov.

STUDENTS OF COLOR: MISSION BAY
Monday, Nov.

19, noon-1 p.m., RSVP for

location details
Student Health and Counseling Services'
(SHCS) Students ofColor Discussion Group
is designed for graduate and professional
students of color to build community
and talk about their experiences at UCSF.
Topics may include issues around identity,
professional relationships, community and
support. Free lunch is provided with RSVP.

larry.lariosa@ucsf.edu.

CONNECT: DISCUSSION/SUPPORT
GROUP FOR WOMEN @ MB
Monday, Nov. 19, 2-3 p.m., Student
Health, Rutter Center, third floor, Mission
Bay
SHCS offers a bimonthly support/
discussion group for graduate and
professional women, facilitated by Felicia
De la Garza Mercer, Ph.D. This group
aims to offer a supportive space for women
to discuss relevant concerns such as
identity, work-life balance, relationships,
empowerment and cultivating community.
Free refreshments with RSVP. felicia.
mercer@ucsf.edu

E=MC2 (EMPOWERMENT=MAKING
CONNECTIONS AND COMMUNITY)
Tuesday,

Thursday, Nov. 15, noon-12:45 p.m., Cole
Hall, Parnassus
Looking for a place to study or relax
between classes? We've got just what you
need. The Chancellor's Concert Series on
Thursdays is a great place to set up your
laptop and study or just take a break from
classes while listening to classical music.

MISSION BAY FARMERS' MARKET
Wednesday, Nov. 21, 10 a.m.-2 p.m., Gene
Friend Way Plaza, Mission Bay
Shop healthy, shop fresh, shop Californiagrown at the UCSF Farmers' Market,
every Wednesday (rain or shine). Sponsor:
Pacific Coast Farmers' Market Association.

BENT: PARNASSUS
Wednesday, Nov. 21, noon-1 p.m., RSVP
for location details
Are you an LGBTQQI student? BENT is a
social/discussion group where LGBTQQI
students can meet others and discuss a
variety of topics that impact LGBTQQI
students on campus. Free lunch provided
with RSVP. larry.lariosa@ucsf.edu

BMS SEMINAR SERIES
Wednesday, Nov. 21, 4-5:30 p.m.,
Genentech Hall, 5271, Mission Bay
The weekly Seminars in Biomedical
Sciences attract renowned faculty from
all over the world to present cutting-edge
research related to human health and
disease. The seminars are open to the
entire community. For 'topics go to bit.ly/
BMSwebsite

disease. Open to the entire community. For
weekly topics, go to bit.ly/BMSwebsite

STUDENTS OF COLOR: PARNASSUS
Wednesday, Nov. 14, noon-1 p.m., RSVP
for location details
SHCS s Students ofColor Discussion Group
is designed for graduate and professional
students of color to build community
and talk about their experiences at UCSF.
Topics may include issues around identity,
professional relationships, community and
support. Free lunch is provided with RSVP.

15, noon-1 p.m., MU
123W, Parnassus
Synapse is looking for Mission Bay and
Parnassus writers, bloggers, photographers
and designers. Come to the lunch
meeting, share your story ideas and enjoy
a free lunch. For more information, email

UCSF RUN CLUB
Wednesday, Nov. 14, 5:30-6:30 p.m.,
Millberry Union Central Desk, Parnassus
Please drop by and join UCSF Fit & Rec
for a run. Each Wednesday night, the Run
Club runs various distances (3-6 miles) at
9-11 minutes per mile.

SIMMER: PARNASSUS
Thursday, Nov. 15, 5-7 p.m., RSVP for
location details
Join Student Health's dietitian, Alison
Boden, in an interactive cooking class
featuring easy and healthy recipes. Students
prepare (and eat!) the dishes during class.
RSVP is required, as seating is limited.
nutrition@ucsf.edu

OFF-CAMPUS EVENTS
CALIFORNIA ACADEMY OF
SCIENCES: BRAINIAC NIGHTLIFE
Thursday, Nov. 15, 6-10 p.m., Cal
Academy, Golden Gate Park
Test the limits of your cerebral cortex on a
night dedicated to brain power and explore
the big questions in neuroscience. How do
brains code memories? What processes
enable creative thinking? Tickets: $9
online with UCSF's discount, (user name=
UCSF; password= alligator) http://bit.ly/

CalAcademyEtickets

OFF THE GRID
MUSLIM FRIDAY PRAYER SERVICES:
PARNASSUS
Friday, Nov. 16, 1:30-2 p.m., SlBO,
Parnassus
The Muslim Community at UCSF holds
regular Friday prayer services (Jum'a) for
the UCSF Muslim community every week.
Come join your fellow brothers and sisters
for prayer, lunch and socializing. All are
welcome.

INTERNATIONAL SURVIVORS OF
SUICIDE DAY
Saturday, Nov. 17, 9:30 a.m.- 12:45 p.m.,
Langley Porter Auditorium, Parnassus
Have you lost a loved one to suicide? If
so, join other survivors of suicide loss
in a day of healing and empowerment.
UCSF and VAMC clinicians will moderate
a discussion group after the broadcast
for attendees to share and ask questions.
RSVP requested but not required by Nov.
16. sfinternationalsurvivorsofsuicideday.
eventbrite.com/

PARTICIPATE IN SELECTING
SERGEANT OF POLICE
The UCSF Police Department is conducting
interviews for Sergeant of Police, and we
would like a UCSF student to participate
in the selection process. The interviews
are scheduled for Wednesday, Dec. 5, from
8 a.m.-4 p.m. Lunch will be provided.
Register by Nov. 21. Contact Elizabeth
Clark (415) 476-0909 or email eclark@

police.ucsf.edu

GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOUT
The campus community is invited to
receive up-to-date cessation information,
resources and giveaways, at UCSF's Great
American Smokeout event from 11 a.m.-l
p.m. Thursday, Nov. 15. It will be held in
the Ambulatory Care Center (ACC) lobby,
Laurel Heights, second floor at "The View,"
and the Mission Bay Rutter Center atrium
(smokingcessationleadership.ucsf.edu/

gaso.htm).

Thursday, Nov.

synapse@ucsf.edu.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

larry.lariosa@ucsf.edu.

SYNAPSE NEWSPAPER

Nov. 20, 5:30-7:30 p.m.,

Genentech Hall, Nll4, Mission Bay
Connect with your peers! E=MC2 at
Mission Bay is an ongoing support series
aimed at helping students and postdocs
adjust to life at UCSF. This workshop will
feature a panel of international students
and postdocs sharing their stories of their
transition to San Francisco and UCSF.
Free pizza and beverages with RSVP. larry.
lariosa@ucsf.edu

edge research related to human health and

Thursday, Nov. 15, 5-9 p.m., Stanyan and
Waller, Upper Haight
Off the Grid is a roaming mobile food
extravaganza that travels to different
locations daily to serve delicious food, with
a free side of amazing music, craft and soul,
bit.ly/offthegridinfo

WIN A BACKPACK WITH TECH
GOODIES
To celebrate the launch of its new website,
Synapse is holding a raffle for students who
subscribe to its weekly e-newsletter. Just
go to synapse.ucsf.edu to subscribe. On
Monday, Dec. 3 at noon, we will randomly
choose a winner. The prize, provided by
Golden 1 Credit Union, is a Puma backpack,
along with USB computer speakers, a 2GB
flash drive and other goodies. Must be a
UCSF student to win. 1

LION KING MUSICAL TICKETS
Discounted Lion King tickets for Nov.
28, 8 p.m. and Nov. 30, 8 p.m. shows at
the Orpheum Theatre are available at
UCSFSOPmusicals.webs.com. Tickets are
limited, so hurry before they've sold out!
Questions? Contact Ekaterina Kurdyukova
at Ekaterina.Kurdyukova@ucsf.edu.

UCSF INCLUSION SURVEY
Through Monday, Nov. 19, online

FRIDAY NIGHTS AT THE DE YOUNG
Friday, Nov. 16, 6-8:45 p.m., 50 Hagiwara
Tea Garden Drive, Golden GatePark
Friday Nights at the de Young offers
a variety of free interdisciplinary arts
programs, including live music, poetry,
films, dance, art activities and lectures in
the public spaces of the museum. Programs
are free and open to the public but do
not include admission to the museums

Think your opinion doesn't count? Think
again. Coming soon to your ucsf.edu
the UCSF Inclusion Survey It
email
will make your voice count, so make your
voice heard! All students, trainees, staff
and faculty are encouraged to participate.
Responses are strictly confidential. Win an
incentive (iPad, $5O Bear Hug and more!)
at campusclimate.ucop.edu

galleries.

Read the new Synapse online
synapse.ucsf.edu

SALSA YSALSA
Tuesday, Nov. 20, 6-9 p.m., City Lights,
Millberry Union, Parnassus
The Latino Association of Pharmacy
Students invites you to a night of Salsa y
Salsa. Learn some salsa, merengue and
bachata dance moves, judge the salsamaking competition and dance the night

Vitamin

Express

away. All students are welcome. Sponsor:
Performing Arts Fund

sv
Vital

Safe, pure, powerful, gentle

PARNASSUS FARMERS' MARKET
Wednesday, Nov. 21, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.,
ACC, 400 Parnassus Ave.
Shop the Farmers' Markets on Wednesdays
to pick up locally grown produce and

Nine potent adaptogenic
herbals—aiding vitality, focus,
memory and general health.

Energetics
Renew

more.

BMS SEMINAR SERIES
Wednesday, Nov.

14, 4-5:30 p.m., N225,
Parnassus
The weekly Seminars in Biomedical
Sciences attract renowned faculty from
all over the world to present cutting-

4oz/120ml Reg. $47.95 $32.95

Vita rn i n Exdtgss®

Yourself

HERBAL SUPPLEMENT

4 FLUID OZ/ 120 ML

2047 Fi||m re street <415)922-3811
1428 Irving Street (415) 564-8160
Personalized service, top-quality products, health information, great prices.
Family-owned since 1982. (24/7) VitaminExpress.com or 1-800-500-0733
°
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Race to the End of Night
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NEWS BRIEFS
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

Passage of Prop. 30 Puts Education on Path to
Fiscal Stability

The

Photo providedby Nancy Le

Nancy Le (right), a third-year dental student, and friend Renee Wong show off their blue
ribbons and try to look tough in Dolores Park at the start of the Journey.

By T. Booth Haley
Editor
"Tourney to the End of the Night is a fantastic San Francisco creation that ref envisions what public space and public interaction can be. Started here in
2006, the all-night race/tag/scavenger game has now spread to cities around
the world, the most recent event being last Saturday here in its home city.
It is indeed, as they claim, a "free street game of epic proportion run by
volunteer masterminds in cities around the world." Well, the "mastermind" bit
might be a tad self-aggrandizing, but there's no question that the hallmarks of the
event are that it is free and run by volunteers.
We started in Dolores Park on Saturday at 6 p.m., the only formality being a
waiver that everyone printed out at home as registration. Then for one night, as

J

AMAZING RACE PAGE 4
»

NEWS

So You Think You Can Dance?

University of California will avoid $250 million in spending cuts
this year, after voters approved Proposition 30, Governor Jerry Brown's
signature tax measure, last Tuesday
Proposition 30, which will provide billions in new education funding,
guarantee local public safety and help balance the state budget, passed with a 54
percent majority A rival measure to raise state taxes, Proposition 38, was soundly
defeated.
Under Proposition 30, the state will increase personal income taxes on
those who earn $250,000 a year for seven years and sales taxes by 'A cent for all
Californians for four years. The new tax revenues would be available to fund K-12
schools, colleges and universities, which have endured years of state budget cuts.
The fiscal impact of increased state tax revenues through 2018-2019 averages
about $6 billion annually over the next few years for funding the state budget.
The UC Board of Regents endorsed Proposition 30, noting that if the initiative
had failed, UC was scheduled to suffer a budget reduction of $250 million this
year and lose an additional $125 million next year.
"I am thrilled that California voters have passed Proposition 30," said
Sherry Lansing, chair of the Board of Regents, said on Wednesday. "This victory
will certainly help us in our battle to restore fiscal stability to the University of
California. I am deeply grateful to all who advocated for Proposition 30, especially
the students who worked so incredibly hard to get out the vote, and the many
faculty members and alumni who argued so eloquently for its passage."

CLINICAL AND TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCE INSTITUTE

UCSF Receives $2 Million to Advance UC-Wide
Biobanking Initiative

UCSF's

Clinical and Translational Science Institute (CTSI) has been
awarded $2 million to advance a biobanking project involving the five
University of California campuses.
The goal of the project, Engaging University of California Stakeholders
for Biorepository Research (EngageUC), is to develop an ethical, efficient and
sustainable system for obtaining, processing and sharing biospecimens and data.
Davis,
It includes outpatient facilities at the UC medical center campuses
Irvine, Los Angeles, San Diego and San Francisco.
This award by the National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences
(NCATS) at the National Institutes of Health (NIH), is a supplement to the fiveyear, $ll2 million renewal award (grant number ULI TR000004) that UCSF's
CTSI received as part of the Clinical and Translational Science Award program
in 2011.

"This is a very important project," said Clay Johnston, MD, PhD, associate
vice chancellor of research and director of CTSI at UCSF. "Not only does it deal
with a critical issue about appropriate consent for biospecimens, a problem we're
much better able to address together, but it also builds on relationships across
the UCs that we've been bridging more and more successfully recently through
efforts such as UC BRAID (UC Biomedical Research, Acceleration, Integration
and Development)."

UCSF

UCSF to Assess Campus Climate for Inclusion
Photo by David Hind

By T. Booth Haley
Editor

Cha

cha, rhumba and jive.
These were just some of the dances students performed October 25
when Millberry Unions City Lights Room was transformed into a club for
ballroom dancing.
Wine and cheese tempted tired students into the club, where the handsome
Todor Stavrev, a third-year dental student, taught students and staff dance moves.
The ballroom dance event is a semi-regular occurrence organized by three
campus groups: the American Association of Women Dentists, the Gay-Straight
Dental Alliance and Latin Ballroom Dance.
If you are excited about partner dancing on campus and missed this evening,
fear not! The next class will be held in December, so stay posted for details.
Beginners are, of course, encouraged to come, and even just wine-and-cheese
nibblers are welcome. For more information, check out the Latin Ballroom Dance
page: www.facebook.com/UCSFLBD.

T. Booth Haley is a second-year dental student.

UCSF

is surveying all faculty, staff, students and trainees about their

experiences with campus climate relating to respect, diversity and
inclusion.
The entire UC system, including all 10 campuses, the UC Office of the
President, the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and the UC Division of
Agriculture and Natural Resources, is conducting what is believed to be the largest
institutional survey of its kind to collect data related to campus life experiences
and the University environment.
The results will be used to enhance the atmosphere of inclusiveness,
appreciation of diversity and respect at every UC campus and location across the
statewide system. Concerns about campus climate and civility came into focus at
UC during the past two years after a series of highly charged racial, religious and
cultural incidents at some UC campuses.
Members of the UC community can find details about the confidential online
including how it is being administered and how results will be used
survey
at a new campus climate website created by UC s Office of the President. Visit
campusclimate.ucop.edu/team/index.html
UCSF's online survey began Monday, November 5 and will end on Monday,
November 19. Once completed, the survey is expected to provide the first
comprehensive, systemwide assessment of the campus climate at UC. Final survey
data will be available sometime in spring 2013.
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7 Billion Well
»

FROM HOME PAGE

website in 2006 that TED became a household name. An acronym for Technology,
Education and Design, TED's goal is to propagate "Ideas worth spreading" in
order to change the way people see themselves and the world around them.
Towards this end, speakers from around the world have given talks of 18
minutes or less on topics ranging from the secrets of success to how to use a paper
towel. With over 137 million views on youtube.com alone, TED has entered the
rarefied air of pop culture awareness typically occupied by Justin Bieber and Lady
Gaga.
Beyond its role as infotainment for the plugged-in masses, the TED brand
provides speakers with an enormous global platform for spreading their passion,
regardless of their natural ability to rivet audiences.
"What makes [TEDtalks] great is the person presenting is passionate about
what they're presenting," noted Sean McClelland, a UCSF Learning Technology
Specialist who blogs and runs workshops on how to become a better presenter.
"Whether or not people are good story-tellers or use good PowerPoint slides, a lot
of them get over that because they're so passionate. It's personal to them, and the
audience can see that."
This passion motivated UCSF professor Suellen Miller, PhD, CNM, and
director of the Safe Motherhood Program, to accept an invitation to speak
at 7 Billion Well, an event organized and self-financed by TEDxSF, a group
operating under license from TED. Miller saw her talk, "Stop the Bleeding," as
an opportunity to share her message with people around the world that maternal
health is a human right.
Miller was one of seven global health experts from UCSF who spoke at
TEDxSF on Saturday. The other speakers were:
Jaime Sepulveda, MD, Dr.Sc., MPH, executive director, UCSF Global
Health Sciences, The Bay Area as a Global Health Hub, on "Vaccine Justice";
Michael Blum, MD, UCSF chief medical information officer, on "Mobile
Possibilities";
Elissa Epel, PhD, associate professor of psychiatry, on "The Illusion of
Control: Human Behavior and Donuts";
Jess Ghannam, PhD, professor of psychiatry, on "Global Health
•

•

•

•

Psychology";
•

•

Dean Ornish, MD, clinical professor ofmedicine, on "Lifestyle Dis-Ease";
Gavin Yamey, MD, UCSF Evidence-to-Policy Initiative, on "Evidence

Brokers."
"We are researchers, academics and scholars," said Miller, a professor of
Obstetrics, Gynecology and Reproductive Sciences at UCSF. "Many of us give
talks, lectures and PowerPoint presentations to our peers and students, but TED
gives us a huge reach that allows us to touch different audiences."
Though Miller has published dozens of articles on maternal health, she
wanted to distill her message to be as powerful and relatable as possible, asking
her colleagues from around the world to send her images for her presentation.
While not everyone will have the opportunity to speak at a TED or TEDaffiliated event, this attention to how the message is delivered
not just the
itself
benefit
here
UCSF.
probably
can
at
message
everyone
"I think people [here at UCSF] are really hung up on presenting the facts, and
just the facts, because most people here are scientists," said McClelland. "That
human element is something we really could incorporate more here at UCSF."
For more information, go to: tedxsf.org/

Yi Lu is a first-year medical student.

Amazing Race
»

FROM PAGE 3

I frantically explored alleys and hills with fellow denizens of the city previously
unknown to me, I realized that adults can still play that fun doesn't have to cost
anything and that the usually tough urban environment can be a land of whimsy

and discovery.
The racers wore blue armbands and the chasers red. We had to make it to six
different stops, where we would be ushered through some stranger s living room,
enact a fanciful ritual, then get a stamp certifying that we had been there. If racers
get tagged by a chaser anywhere along the journey, they have to switch to a blue
armband and become a chaser.
The final stop was southeast of Cesar Chavez Boulevard, under a freeway
overpass, where a bizarre party was staged, comprised of 20 moving vans, each
with a unique activity inside. One van housed a New Year's Eve party, with hats
and champagne and every 20 minutes, a countdown to midnight, at which point
we were encouraged to find a stranger to kiss! I didn't make it to all six of the
stops, but I certainly did discover a new side of the city.
It seems that the desire for such city experiences is not unique to San
Francisco. Journey to the End of the Night has been played in San Francisco,
New York, London, Los Angeles, Berlin, Chicago, Washington, DC, and Vienna.
The organizers claim that "with over 5,000 players all-time, it is one of the most
successful street games in the world."
Saturdays race maxed out at 2,000 people, who registered on Facebook.
Perhaps underlying the popularity of Journey to the End of the Night is the dream
that cities can be safe and strangers can be friends and if there is any American
city that can achieve whatever it dreams up, it is San Francisco.
For more information, go to www.totheendofthenight.com/

T. Booth Haley is a second-year dental student.

Inane Traditions
»

FROM HOME PAGE

they break it? In case you didn't know, the wishbone (or furcula) is formed by the
fusion of birds' clavicles, thought to strengthen the thoracic skeleton to withstand
the stress of flight but penguins have them too. Hey, they fly underwater.
Movember (Mustache November)
Starting the month clean-shaven each year, Movember participants grow
mustaches to raise awareness and funds for men's health issues, including prostate
and testicular cancer. I will be sporting the Zappa
the combination soul patch
with slight handlebar extensions ofthe standard moustache.

Turkey Trot
In anticipation of the feasting and football that is about to commence, quite a
large number of people start off the day with an organized run known as a Turkey

Trot. If you happen to be in San Francisco, the five-mile Turkey Trail Trot will
begin Thanksgiving morning at the San Francisco Polo Fields in Golden Gate
Park at 8 a.m.
Turkey Drop
This traditionally takes place during the first year of undergraduate training,
but it also occurs to a lesser extent in the professional school population. It takes
place when an individual comes to a new school in August/September with the
seemingly perfect long-distance relationship from his/her last school. Things are
fine for a month or two, but both parties start to realize they're growing apart
and taking interest in other people by about mid-October. By this time, they've
already made plans to see one another back at home over Thanksgiving break, so
it would be awkward to break up over the phone or Internet before then. Besides,
these things are best done in person anyway.
Akshay Govind is a second-year medical student and experienced turkey trotter and
dropper.

WIN A PUMA BACKPACK WITH TECH GOODIES
Subscribe to the SYNAPSE e-Newsletter for a chance to win

Just go to synapse.ucsf.edu (bottom of page) to subscribe.

On
Monday, December 3 at noon we will randomly choose a winner.
The prize, provided by Golden 1 Credit Union, is a Puma backpack,
USB computer speakers, a 2GB flash drive and other goodies. Must
be a UCSF student to win. Questions? Email synapse@ucsf.edu

MOVIE REVIEW

Bond Takes to the
Stratosphere in Skyfall
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UCSF JOURNAL CLUB
Recent research by UCSF scientists
By Alexandra Greer
Staff Writer
IMMUNOLOGY: Cell-based Measures ofViral Persistence Are Associated
with Immune Activation and PD-1 Expressing CD4+ T cells. Hatano, H. et
al. (Deeks). Journal ofInfectious Disease. October 22. [Epub ahead ofprint]

In

patients being actively treated with highly active anti-retroviral therapy
(HAART), HIV persists in CD4+ T-cells; it evades detectionfrom the immune
system, causes chronic stress that can lead to cell death or dysfunction, and
can even make the T-cell tolerant to the presence of HIV This leads to viral
persistence despite long-term treatment. Cellular markers of chronic stress and/
or tolerance can be used to detect persistence and help decide treatment options.
However, detailed analysis of the cells from blood can be cumbersome.
Here, researchers in the McCune laboratory identified PD-1 as a marker
of persistent latent HIV infection in patients that have undergone long-term
HAART. PD-1 is a marker of T-cell dysfunction, and cells expressing PD-1 had
high levels of HIV DNA, making it a straightforward, functional marker of latent
infection and immune dysfunction.
Photo courtesy of Sony Pictures
Daniel Craig as 007 in Skyfall, the 23rd James Bond film.

By Adam Schwab
Staff Writer

CELL BIOLOGY: Divergent allosteric control ofthe IREIa endoribonuclease
using kinase inhibitors. Wang, L. et al. (Maly). Nature Chemical Biology.

October 21. [Epub ahead ofprint]

The

unfolded protein response is the cell's way of dealing with potentially
harmful levels of proteins accumulating in the endoplasmic reticulum of
Bond is different. Anyone who has seen either of Daniel Craig's
the cell. In some familial strains of Alzheimer's, a genetic mutation causes
previous portrayals of the secret agent already knows this. Craig's Bond
the unfolded protein response to be turned down and contributes to harmful
is more visceral, action oriented and serious than previous versions of the
famed super spy. This is not a bad thing though, as each new actor is supposed to amyloid in the cells of the brain. Understanding the specific molecular players
in the unfolded protein response may lead to the development of drugs that can
bring something new to the franchise.
What's great about Skyfall, the latest Bond entry, is that the movie itself finally enhance this response in diseases such as Alzheimer's or cancer, where cells are
embraces this idea. Skyfall knows it's not your typical James Bond movie, and it also stressed. IREIa becomes activated upon accumulation of unfolded proteins
and initiates splicing of XBPI mRNA, which begins the unfolded protein response.
runs with it to great effect.
Here, researchers describe how IREIa can be artificially manipulated into
era,
the
Bond
of
the
movies
fizzled
because
tried
too
In
they
pre-Craig
many
activated
or inactivated conditions with novel small molecule ligands. With these
hard to recreate what everyone thought James Bond should be. Casino Royale and
Quantum of Solace obliterated this notion by introducing Daniel Craig as the new newly identified small molecules, researchers will be better able to manipulate the
unfolded protein response and study diseases related to protein accumulation.
James Bond, rebuilding the character from the ground up.
While the movies turned out great, many fans were upset that the films were
missing a lot of what made a James Bond movie a James Bond movie. In Skyfall,
this gripe is alleviated as the old and new James Bond fuse together to create the GENETICS: A global DNA methylation and gene expression analysis of
perfect mix of old-school sophistication and new generation ass-kicking.
early human B-cell development reveals a demethylation signature and
fans
of
the
franchise
find
themselves
from
ear
to
ear
will
Longtime
grinning
transcription factor network. Lee, S.T. et al. (Wiemels). Nucleic Acids
throughout the movie as various references to older Bond movies pop up left and Research. October 16. [Epub ahead of print]
right. However, these aren't your typical "in jokes," they actually serve a purpose
refers to changes in gene expression that are not due to changes
in the overall plot, and the movie makes these allusions to the past new again by
the
audience's
on
their
head.
The
result
is
that
fans
in underlying DNA sequences; for example, the presence or absence of
flipping
longtime
expectations
finally get what they wanted from Craig's Bond, in a way they never would have
methyl-groups on the histones that wind DNA into coils can influence
expected.
the ability of a DNA sequence to be expressed. DNA methylation status is one
What separates the average 007 film from a great one is the presence of an way that epigenetic modifications influence gene expression; therefore, studying
iconic villain, and Javier Bardem's performance as the villainous Silva is what changes in methylation status can teach us about underlying changes in gene
really pushes Skyfall over the top. He only appears midway through the film, in transcription.
what is surely one of the best character introductions I have seen, and definitely
In this paper, researchers examined the methylation status of developing
the best scene in the movie.
human B-cells and found that progenitors are overall more demethylated
From that point on he steals every scene that he is in. He's menacing, compared to committed B-cells. These findings provide a comparison for further
memorable, intelligent, a little psychotic, and most importantly, has a very tangible studies of B-cell leukemias.
motive for his actions, making him one of the best Bond villains to date.
One rather peculiar aspect of this Bond movie is that it doesn't focus wholly
on James Bond. For the first time M, Bond's superior, once again played beautifully CELL BIOLOGY: Mechanism of fatty-acid-dependent UCPI uncoupling
by Judi Dench, gets more than just a supporting role. In fact, she has nearly as in brown fat mitochondria. Fedorenko, A.; Lishko, P.V.; Kirichok, Y. Cell.
much screen time as Bond himself. This might sound silly, but in the context of 151(2):400-13.
the plot, which mainly revolves around M and her relationship to Silva, it works.
It's quite rare that a two-and-a-half hour movie stays engaging throughout,
fat is the type of fat we try to avoid accumulating
cells contain
but Skyfall seemed to zip by. The intense opening sequence puts a vice grip on your
a large fat droplet that can be broken down into energy-rich fatty
attention span and never lets go. The movie is packed with some of the best action
acids upon release of glucagon from the pancreas. Brown fat is very
sequences since the Bourne series, and numerous set pieces that are sure to make different: it doesn't accumulate with overeating, the cells contain many smaller
your jaw drop. The acting is spot on and the plot has you on edge throughout. The fat droplets, and it is actually more closely related to muscle than to white fat.
result is really quite a marvel of entertainment.
Brown fat cells contain huge numbers of mitochondria that turn energy from fat
I did have a few gripes, though. There are a few characters that just kind of take into heat. It is essential for newborns to keep warm and in many mammals, for
up space throughout the movie. They can't be considered background characters, hibernation.
but they don't really do anything more than just exist. It's a minor issue, but a
Mitochondrial uncoupling protein 1 (UCPI) is responsible for brown fat heat
problem nevertheless.
generation by increasing the conductance of the mitochondrial membrane, but
Also, by far the coolest set piece in the whole movie, an entire deserted island how exactly this is accomplished was unknown. Here, researchers discovered
city, only gets a few minutes of screen time. I would love to have seen more of it, that long-chain fatty acids released by lipid droplets bind to MUPI and facilitate
but instead we are only treated to a brisk walk down one of the streets. Overall constitutive transport of hydrogen cations across the mitochondrial membrane.
though, these complaints are very minor, and they shouldn't stop anyone from This constant transport allows for dissipation of an ion gradient across the
seeing one of the best James Bond movies ever put to film.
membrane, which favors the production ofheat energy.
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Epigenetics

White

Adam Schwab is a first-year dental student.

For comments or paper suggestions, email Alexandra Greer at Alexandra.Greer@ucsf.
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FOOD

Sweet Potatoes:
Part of the Yamily?
By Theresa Poulos

Executive Editor
Photo by Dawn Maxey

With

fall in full swing and Thanksgiving just around the corner, it seems
an apt time to address a question that arises all too often in the grocery
store and at the dinner table: what's the difference between a sweet
potato and a yam?
Although sweet potatoes and yams are both angiosperms, true yams are
monocots, while sweet potatoes are dicots. And - brace yourselves - neither yams
nor sweet potatoes are closely related to regular potatoes at all. Regular baking
potatoes come from the Solanaceae family, which includes tomatoes, eggplants,
peppers and tomatillos.
The sweet potato belongs to the Convolvulaceae family, whose other famous
member is the Morning Glory flower. Yams are a tropical root native to Africa,
and are members of the Dioscoreaceae family. Most varieties of true yams are
actually far too large to sell whole in supermarkets, and are usually sold in plasticwrapped chunks weighing a pound or two. In the United States, real yams are only
generally sold in international supermarkets, but can also be bought canned.
So what about all those "yams" you buy in the grocery stores around here?
are,
The "yams" you buy that look like sweet potatoes
but are labeled yams
in fact, a version of sweet potato! What you'll find labeled as sweet potatoes in the
supermarket are generally firm and starchy with a lighter orange flesh, and are a
bit dry when cooked.
These were the first variety of sweet potato to be widely grown and sold in
the United States. According to the Library of Congress, when the sweeter, softer,
orange-fleshed version of the sweet potato began to be commercially produced
here in the mid-20th century, the name "yam" was given to distinguish it from the
firmer, white-fleshed variety of sweet potato. African slaves were the first to refer
to these sweeter types of sweet potatoes as yams, because they resembled the true
yams found in Africa.
To make things even more complicated, you'll probably notice a wide variety
of "yams" to choose from. Jewel yams are the most commonly found market sweet
potato, and are my personal favorite; they have a dark, long, smooth exterior with
deep orange flesh that's tender and moist.
Garnet yams are quite similar, with a brownish exterior and a smooth sweet
interior that is brilliant orange. Hannah yams are quite different from the Jewel or
Garnet, with an off-white skin and light-colored meat; they're tender and sweet
when cooked, but notably more dry.

Synapse

500 Parnassus Avenue

In two supermarkets on the same street here in San Francisco, all of these
varieties were interchangeably labeled as sweet potatoes or yams, depending on
the store those that label them sweet potatoes are correct!
You might have also seen Japanese yams (again, just a variety of sweet potato),
-

which have a very dark, pinkish skin and pale flesh that has a slightly nutty, dry
Then there is the White sweet potato, which is actually most similar to
a Japanese yam, with a purplish skin and white flesh that is starchy, mild, and
tastes a bit like roasted chestnut. This variety of sweet potato is very popular in
Caribbean and Latin American countries. From a health perspective, all of these
sweet potatoes, despite their sweetness, are actually quite healthy. Sweet potatoes
are almost twice as high in dietary fiber as ordinary russet baking potatoes, and
that fiber slows digestion and helps stabilize blood sugar.
Sweet potatoes are a great source of vitamins A and C, copper, vitamin 86, iron
and potassium. Interestingly, sweet potatoes lack nightshade alkaloids that are
found in regular potatoes, which have been linked to allergy-related symptoms.
Some dietitians even recommend switching from regular to sweet potatoes to
help with inflammatory joint-related conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis.
I personally enjoy the "yams" sold in US supermarkets because their sweet
taste and smooth texture make for a satisfying meal, without the need for
additional unhealthy toppings. I like to wash a Garnet, fork it, and toss it in the
microwave
easy, healthy and delicious!
And so, getting back to the original question, today, the yams you buy in the
supermarket are actually sweet potatoes. In fact, the USDA requires that the term
"yam" be accompanied by the term "sweet potato" (although the produce guy
at Whole Foods thought I was out of my mind when I asked him about it). But
remember, although a yam in America is really just a sweet potato, neither sweet
potatoes nor yams are potatoes at all. Oh, potatoes, yamakiri me crazy!
texture.

Theresa Poulos is a second-year medical student.
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Santigold's Second Album Heavy
on Collaboration
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Staff Writer
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Master

of My Make

Believe, the sophomore album from Santi White,
as
better known
Santigold, came out in May, but we're reviewing it now
because it continues to be such an amazing album.

Even after debuting in the No. 1 position in the week the album dropped,
tracks from the album continue to be awesome. Heavy on the collaboration, this
album has influences from master DJs Switch and Diplo (of Major Lazer fame),
Karen O (Yeah Yeah Yeahs), and members of various other musical projects.
The album starts out with Santigold getting back to her punk roots for a bit
with "GO!," a collaboration with Karen O. The next track, "Disparate Youth," is
perhaps the most memorable song on the album, and was the product of intense
collaboration between Karen O, Diplo and others.
The bass line is especially characteristic of Diplo's touch, but the sheer
catchiness ofthe song, although it doesn't avoid the usual pitfalls of contemporary
pop music, has a lot to do with the way the song was collaboratively developed.
Without skirting the tired themes of the Top 40, Santigold was able to produce
a song that can be enjoyed by a panoply of musical tastes. The tracks between
"Disparate Youth" and the last track on the album, "Big Mouth," are enjoyable and
well done in their own right, but the last track deserves mad credit on its own.
Inspired by the song "Up All Night" from Portuguese Afro-electronica group
Buraka Som Sistema, the co-producers of the song "Big Mouth" significantly
diverge from the straightforward but catchy "Up All Night."
For one, instead of extolling the virtues of all-night parties, Big Mouth
laments the pseudo-intellectualism of modern art and culture. Additionally, and
most importantly, it doesn't sound like an electronic dance song at all. Instead,
Santigold's "Big Mouth" chooses to alternate between medium-paced spoken
word and a frenetic kuduro-inspired riff. Master ofMy Make Believe is a fantastic
album that you'll have on loop on your music listening device for a while. Even
after you get tired of listening to it a thousand times in a row, you'll be keeping at
least a few of the tracks on your standard playlist.

Sai Duriseti is a first-year medical student.
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The Weekly Crossword
ACROSS
1 Aussie's pal
5 Horse shoer
12 Discussion
groups
14 Poisonous shrub
16 6x9 in. book
size
17 Winter driving
hazard
18 Discontinuing,
with "out"
20 Standoffish
21 Little lie
22 "Attack!", to
Rover
23 Frozen dessert
25 Tethered toy
26 Part of BTU
28 Neuter, as a
male horse
29 Union chapter
30 Family tree
32 Beach
accessory
33 Haul
35 Forty-niner's
stake
37 Goodbye gala
41 Protestor's
shout
42 Parched
43 Stand by
44 Sewer dwellers
45 Pretentious
syllables
47 Genetic
messenger
48 To
is
human...
49 Give some gas
50 Classic sci-fi
series by
Edward E. Smith
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by Margie E. Burke

Infinite Inspiration:
Change yourself for good
By Venkateswarlu Kadiveti
Staff Writer
"They must often change, who would be constant in happiness

or wisdom"

Confucius

One

of my favorite quotes regarding the formula of success and failure
speaker Jim Rohn. As he puts it, "A few
simple disciplines practiced every day will lead to success, and a few
errors in judgment repeated every day will lead to failure." This is a profound
statement; it is important for us to change our lives in everyday disciplines.
Always be thankful for what you have already accomplished. Count your
blessings at least twice a day. This will give you positive energy. Believe that you
have potential to do more.
Everything takes time to learn, and even more time is needed to practice and
make it a habit. It is always good to start with small things in a slow and steady
manner. This will boost your confidence and encourage you to take bigger steps.
Do not attempt to make overwhelming changes, which can lead to stress and loss
of confidence. Be patient and practical with your expectations.
Remember Newton's law of inertia. We can apply it to our habits too. The law
of inertia is the tendency of an object to resist a change in motion. According
to Newton, an object will stay at rest or stay in motion unless acted on by a net
external force. So old habits, too, need an external force, called self-discipline, to
bring out new, healthy habits.
Avoid cynics and be immune to criticism. When you adopt changes, guard
against negative people. Always remember that only failed people will discourage
you and claim that life is what it is. Successful people, on the other hand, will tell
you how easy it is to adopt new disciplines and offer you proof of the benefits that
change has to offer.
Try to put yourself in the company ofsimilarly motivated people and achievers.
If you want to lose weight, join a fitness club immediately. If you want to write a
book, start associating with publishers and authors close to your community. If
you want to learn a new skill, hang around people who are masters of that skill.
This will help tremendously in adopting changes fast and retaining them for life.
As Henri Bergson wrote, "To exist is to change, to change is to mature, to
mature is to go on creating oneself endlessly."
So make small, slow and steady changes towards new disciplines for big, rapid
and persistent results in the future.
comes from the motivational

Copyright 2012 by The Puzzle Syndicate

52 Narcissist's
problem
55 Time-honored
56 Going back and
forth
57 Bach offerings
58 Drive crazy
59 Bar fixtures?

7
8
9
10
11
12

Flinch, perhaps
Suggestive
Cartridge filler

32 Unable to carry
a tune

34 Danger
35 Used plastic
Big building
Musical event
36 Arnold Palmer's
PA birthplace
Suddenly
38 Subcontract
appears
13 Baby picture,
39 "Grand" endings
sort of
40 Spectator's spot
DOWN
15 Ole Miss mascot 41 Rocky's rival
Part
of
19 Eco-friendly
1
ATM
Apollo
2 Alka-Seltzer, for 24 More than
42 Putting away
one
fortunate
for a rainy day
3 Herbal brews
25 Show servility
45 Red Square
4 "Kissin' Cousins" 27 Tennessee team
figure
star
29 Man of the
46 Breed of cattle
5 Pocket watch
manor
49 Tat-tat preceder
attachment
31 2010 remake,
51 Utah lily
6 United by treaty
"True
53 Deface
54 Historic period
"

SUDOKU

Edited by Margie E. Burke

Venkateswarlu Kadiveti is a student in the International Dentist Program.

Difficulty: Easy

HOW TO SOLVE:

Each row must contain
the numbers 1 to 9;
each column must
contain the numbers
1 to 9; and each set
of 3 by 3 boxes
must contain the
numbers 1 to 9.

From: Prof. Smith

ok*-

(Answer appears elsewhere
in this issue)
(exclamation
point)
Copyright 2012 by The Puzzle Syndicate

Rarely used.
Displaying emotions

is for the weak.

Rarely used.
Professors don't

ask questions, they

ST.

JOHN OF GOD

erhaps the smallest, and
prettiest, Catholic church in San
Francisco was built by the
Lutherans. As the original
Lutheran community expanded, they
needed a larger complex and sold the
chapel at the corner of Fifth Avenue and
Irving Street to the Catholic Archdiocese of San Francisco. The proximity to the UCSF
Hospital created the St. John of God parish and community, to serve those needs.

(question
mark)

J

"

J

(connective
marks)

make statements

Rarely used.
Requires the use of
of more than one
sentence.

or

The parish is unique in that it has no geographic boundaries, attracting parishioners
from San Rafael, Antioch, Larkspur, Oakland, San Mateo, Alameda, Pacifica, Daly City,
Brisbane, and El Cerrito, as well as San Francisco. Pastors have come not only from
traditional American backgrounds, but also from the Phillipines, Vietnam, the Middle
East, and the current pastor, Rev. Methodius Kiwale, is from Tanzania.
The size of the church contributes to a safe, intimate worship experience, with the opportunity to partake in a variety of social justice activities both locally, and as a Sanctuary community, internationally. The parish motto "All Are Welcome" aptly describes
the parish's efforts to be an inclusive, enthusiastic and friendly community. Mass services on weekends are at 4:15 Saturday afternoon, and 9:30 and 11:30 Sunday mornings. For more information go to our website at www.sjog.net.
-

-
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•
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Contemporary prescription glasses,
sunglasses, and contact lens fitting
Serving fine yet affordable, diverse and
sustainable food and beverage items in
a quiet and cozy garden setting. Provide
catering services and an official California
Lottery vendor on the Parnassus campus.

Millberry Union, B1
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